THE MINISTRY OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF GENERAL LEGAL
ADMINISTRATION
DECREE OF THE MINISTER OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS OF THE
REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
NUMBER AHU - 183.AH.01.06.OF 2011
CONCERNING
THE LEGALIZATION OF ASSOCIATION

THE MINISTER OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS OF
THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA

Having read: Application letter from Notary Yualita Widyadhari, SH
Number 287/YW/EXT-X/2011 dated October 07, 2011 concerning the application for legalization of establishment
deed of association.

In view of: Article 2, Article 2, and Article 5 of the State Gazette
of 1870 Number 64, as amended lastly by the State Gazette
of 1904 Number 272 concerning Associations in the form of
Legal Entity, Article 1653 up to Article 1665 of the Civil
Code, and regulations concerning associations.

DECCIDES

To enact:

FIRST: To Legalize the Deed of Establishment of:
WIKIMEDIA INDONESIA ASSOCIATION
Taxpayer Id. No. 02.930.075.3-077.000
domiciled at Centerflix-Boutique Office & Virtual Suites,

TRANSLATOR'S STATEMENT
I, the undersigned, Daniel Budiyono, authorized and sworn translator of the Indonesian and English languages, and registered with the
United States, British, Australian, Canadian, and New Zealand Embassies, do hereby state that the above translation from the original
is true and correct with the observance of my oath of office, and that I am fully competent and familiar with both languages.

Daniel Budiyono
Authorized & Sworn Translator
DKI Gov. Decree 675 / 1989
Jalan Danau Toba Number 104, Bendungan Hilir Subdistrict, Tanah Abang Subdistrict, Central Jakarta Municipality, the articles of association of which being set forth in Deed Number 05 dated September 05, 2008 drawn up by Notary Yualita Widyadhari, SH, domiciled in Jakarta and Deed Number 60 dated June 30, 2011 drawn up by Mr. Arif Sulistyo Eko Wibowo, SH as the substitute of Notary Yualita Widyadhari, SH domiciled in Central Jakarta City and consequently to acknowledge the association as mentioned as a legal entity on the day when its articles of association are published in the Supplement to the State Gazette of the Republic of Indonesia.

SECOND: This Decree of the Minister of Law and Human Rights of the Republic of Indonesia is forwarded to the concerned party as information and to be duly realized.

Enacted in Jakarta
On November 15, 2011

O.b. of THE MINISTER OF LAW AND HUMAN RIGHTS OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF GENERAL LEGAL ADMINISTRATION

Official Stamp & Signature

DR. AIDIR AMIN DAUD, SH., MH
Reg. No. 19581120 198810 1 001

TRANSLATOR'S STATEMENT
I, the undersigned, Daniel Budiyono, authorized and sworn translator of the Indonesian and English languages, and registered with the United States, British, Australian, Canadian, and New Zealand Embassies, do hereby state that the above translation from the original is true and correct with the observance of my oath of office, and that I am fully competent and familiar with both languages.

Daniel Budiyono
Authorized & Sworn Translator
Jakarta Governor Decree 675/1989
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